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OCCAM Survey Overview:

Despite living inside the Milky Way, we do not know well basic quantities such as its detailed chemical makeup at the level needed to fundamentally tie the Milky Way to studies of evolution in
other galaxies. One key observable is the radial chemical abundance gradient. Open star clusters provide an age datable sample by which to measure this gradient. This measurement has previously been made using a diverse and regularly
conflicting compilation of clusters from various literature studies. We present the first measurement using a large (462 stars in 28 open clusters), uniform sample of open clusters abundances. Our measurements show a general agreement with
recent studies of the overall metallicity gradient, with a measured ∆ [Fe/H]/∆ RGC of -0.050 ± 0.004 dex kpc−1. We also explore trends with distance from the galactic plane and cluster age, and finally investigate the existence of a "knee" in the
overall abundance gradient, between 12-14 kpc, within the range suggested by previous work. We show strong evidence for this phenomenon.

Open Cluster Chemical
Abundance and Mapping

OCCAM

Tracing the Galaxy:
OCCAM uses star clusters as a sub-unit of the galaxy to trace the galaxy
as a whole. Clusters are useful because all of the stars in a cluster are
the same age and of similar chemical composition. However, in order to
determine those parameters, we must first determine which stars are
actually members of a given cluster.
Radial Velocity (RV) membership: All stars in a given cluster must have
similar RVs (velocity along our line of sight), since they are gravitationally
bound.
Metallicity ([Fe/H]) membership: All stars in a cluster must also have
similar (preferably identical) metallicity measurements, since they formed
from the same material.

(1) RIGHT: A sample analysis for the open Cluster NGC 2420.
a) The CMD, showing photometry, members, and non-members, with an isochrone
model fit based on catalog values
b) An HR diagram, showing only APOGEE stars, with the same isochrone model
c) The cluster area on the sky
d) The RV parameter space, clearly showing the cluster
e) The [Fe/H] parameter space, with non-RV-members removed, also clearly
showing the cluster

Kernel Smoothing:
In order to isolate the cluster
parameters from the noise of field
stars (stars in front of or behind the
cluster, along the line of site, but
not in the cluster), we employ a
Gaussian
kernel
smoothing
routine. Effectively, we assume
each measurement (RV or [Fe/H])
is the center of a Gaussian and
sum up the resulting Gaussians.
We do this for every star within 2
cluster radii of the center, and then
for ever star outside of 1 cluster
radius, and subtract the outer stars
from the entire field. The result can
be seen in Figure 1; for both
clusters we clearly identify the
cluster
average.
For
more
information about the kernel
smoothing used, see Frinchaboy &
Majewski 2008.

Membership
Probability:

(5) ABOVE: Galactic Distribution of APOGEE observed OCCAM clusters as compared

The nature of our kernel
smoothing is to produce an
approximately
Gaussian
distribution around the cluster
average (in RV or [Fe/H]). We
therefore fit a Gaussian to the
smoothed data, in order to
establish a probability distribution
for the cluster. Using the
Gaussian probability distribution,
we can assign a membership
probability to each star in the
cluster area. For this analysis,
likely members are those with
>0.01 probability in both RV and
[Fe/H]. Likely members are then
analyzed as follows.

to the full catalog of open clusters Dias et al. 2002 plus new VVV open clusters. The full
sample of Milky Way catalogued open clusters are shown in grey. The
OCCAM/APOGEE-1 DR13 clusters are shown in blue and green. Already observed DR14
APOGEE-2 North OCCAM clusters are shown in orange. Planned additional APOGEE-2
clusters are shown in magenta. Green points denote clusters already followed up
optically for neutron capture elements

(6) Right: Chemical gradients
(3)
Left:
Chemical
gradients for 2 regions of
the galaxy, |Z| < 150 pc
(that is, within 150 pc of
the galactic plane) and |Z|
> 150 pc. No meaningful
distinction can be seen in
these slices.

for
alpha-process
elements
(elements formed from building
up alpha-particles: O, Mg, Si,
etc.) There is a very minor
positive slope for all elements,
and it is statistically significant
for 3 of 5 elements. This is in
agreement with previous work
from Jacobson et al. (2011)

(4) Below: Chemical gradients for 4 different aged subsamples. Previous work found an increasing slope, and
increasing scatter with age. We find an increasing scatter, but
not slope. However, we note the slope for the youngest sample
is pinned by a single cluster.

The Galactic
Abundance Gradient:
Since it was first measured by Kenneth
Janes in 1979, the simple relationship
between [Fe/H] and RGC (distance from
the galaxy’s center) has proven to be
an
invaluable
measurement
for
constraining
galactic
chemical
evolution. The measurement has been
made dozens of times, but always by
combining work from many studies.
The resulting measurements regularly
disagree. We present the first
measurement using a completely
uniform dataset, and compare to
previous findings and current topics of
discussion in the literature.

(7)

Left:

Chemical
gradients for iron-peak
elements (the heaviest
elements stars can fuse).
There is a very minor
negative slope for all
elements,
and
it
is
statistically significant for
3 of 5 elements.

(2) Left: Exploration of the existence of a
“knee” in the galactic abundance gradient.
Previous work has explored the existence of a
knee between RGC of 10 & 14 kpc. We investigate
the slope for stars of RGC < d, where d is varied
from 12 kpc (a) to 15 kpc (d). We find strong
evidence for the existence of a knee,
somewhere between RGC of 12 & 14 kpc.
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